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PREFACE
The City of South Lake Tahoe, as owner of a federally obligated airport, is responsible
for instituting use standards for general aviation hangars located at the Lake Tahoe
Airport (TVL).
The Lake Tahoe Airport is operated as an Enterprise Fund, separate from the City of
South Lake Tahoe General Fund. The City’s Airport Division is responsible for managing
aviation assets assuring the airport remains as financially self-sustainable as possible.
Since the decision of the City of South Lake Tahoe to purchase the Lake Tahoe Airport
from El Dorado County in 1983, one primary purpose of the Airport Division was to
provide aviation users with access to public hangar space, whether through City owned
or privately-owned hangars.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) published a Hangar Use Policy regarding
Aeronautical vs. Non-Aeronautical Use on June 9, 2016 (Exhibit B). Airports in turn are
required to update their policies to reflect the new ruling by the FAA. The purpose of the
Lake Tahoe Airport Policy on Inspection and Use Guidelines for General Aviation
Hangars is to comply with FAA rules regarding the use of aviation hangars. Additional
information regarding FAA hangar policy can be found online at:
https://www.faa.gov/airports/airport_compliance/hangar_use/
FAA Order 5190.6B, Airport Compliance Handbook requires that the FAA discharge its
responsibility for ensuring airport sponsors comply with their federal obligations through
the FAA’s Airport Compliance Program. The City of South Lake Tahoe, as the airport
sponsor, accepts these obligations when receiving federal grant funds or when
accepting the Federal funds for airport property and/or infrastructure. All of the real
estate owned by the Lake Tahoe Airport was acquired with Federal funding. The FAA
incorporates these obligations through grant agreements and through instruments of
conveyance to protect the public's interest in civil aviation and to ensure compliance
with applicable Federal laws.
Regardless if an airport hangar is constructed with public funds or use private funds, the
FAA sponsor conditions come with the land and apply equally regardless of who owns
the hangar structure.
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Background on Policies Affecting Hangar Leases
1.1

Federal Policy Related to Airport Obligations

Airport leasing policies are common across the country and while they can vary
modestly, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Airport Compliance Manual
5190.(6)(b) sets forth policies, procedures and obligations for airport owners, in the
operation of how best to administer federal assurances in the operation of any public-use
airport. As outlined in Section 1.5, of the Airport Compliance Manual:
“The FAA Airport Compliance Program is contractually based; it does not attempt
to control or direct the operation of airports. Rather, the program is designed to
monitor and enforce obligations agreed to by airport sponsors in exchange for
valuable benefits and rights granted by the United States in return for substantial
direct grants of funds and for conveyances of federal property for airport
purposes. The Airport Compliance Program is designed to protect the public
interest in civil aviation. Grants and property conveyances are made in exchange
for binding commitments (federal obligations) designed to ensure that the public
interest in civil aviation will be served. The FAA bears the important responsibility
of seeing that these commitments are met. This Order addresses the types of
these commitments, how they apply to airports, and what FAA personnel are
required to do to enforce them.”
1.2

Airport Financial Self-Sustainability

In accordance with the FAA’s Airport Compliance Manual, Order 5190(6)(b), the FAA
defines “aeronautical use” as all activities that involve or are directly related to the
operation of aircraft, including activities that make the operation of aircraft possible and
safe. Services located on the airport that are directly and substantially related to the
movement of passengers, baggage, mail, and cargo are considered aeronautical uses.
Individuals or businesses providing services involving operation of aircraft or flight
support directly related to aircraft operation are considered to be aeronautical users and
all other uses of the airport are considered non-aeronautical. The FAA’s policy regarding
rates and charges, and the use of airport revenue, requires that airports must maintain a
fee and rental structure that makes the airport as financially self-sustaining as possible
under the particular circumstances at that airport. This requirement recognizes that
airports are different in their ability to be self-sustaining and some airports may have
market conditions that do not permit a sponsor to establish fees that are sufficient to
attract and retain aeronautical users and recover all the airport’s aeronautical costs. The
inability of the Lake Tahoe Airport to attract enough aviation business to cover its
expenses has been a market condition since the early 1990’s.
Airports must establish rates and fees, and corresponding leasing policies, for
aeronautical services/users that make the airport as self-sustaining as possible, with a
long-term goal to achieve that status. Revenue surpluses should be used to offset the
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cost of the airport, so that it is available on fair and reasonable terms. Aeronautical fees
for landside or non-movement area airfield facilities (i.e., hangars and aviation offices)
may be at a fair market rate for similar uses, but those fees are not required to be higher
than a level that reflects the cost of services and facilities provided by the airport. Said
differently, those rates should be somewhere between the airport’s cost and comparable
airport fair market value for similar uses.
1.3

Non-Aeronautical Uses on Airport Property

As also outlined in FAA Order 5190.(6)(b), Section 22, an airport sponsor may designate
some areas of the airport for non-aviation use with FAA approval on the Airport Layout
Plan (ALP), but aeronautical facilities of the airport must be dedicated to use for aviation
purposes unless specific approval by the FAA is granted. Any property at an airport,
defined as an aeronautical use by an airport layout plan is considered to be “dedicated”
or “obligated” property for aeronautical purposes. Limiting use of aeronautical facilities to
aeronautical purposes ensures that airport facilities are available to meet current and
future aviation demand. As a matter of policy, aviation tenants should not be displaced
by non-aviation commercial uses. It is the longstanding policy of the FAA that airport
property be made available for aeronautical use and any use of a designated
aeronautical facility for a non-aviation purpose, even on a temporary basis, requires FAA
approval.
Chapter 17 of FAA Order 5190(6)(b) requires that non-aeronautical rates at an airport be
based on fair market value. Aeronautical use competes with other properties on an
airport; non-aeronautical uses compete with other similar properties located in the
immediate vicinity of the airport, without regard to an on-airport location. If market rent for
non-aeronautical uses results in a surplus, that surplus can be used to subsidize
aeronautical costs for the airport to the benefit of aviation users. FAA Policy and
Procedures Concerning the Use of Airport Revenue requires that if an airport tenant pays
an aeronautical rate for a hangar and then uses the hangar for a non-aeronautical
purpose, the tenant may be paying a below-market rate in violation of the airport
sponsor’s obligation for a self-sustaining rate structure. Confining non-aeronautical
activity to designated non-aviation areas of the airport helps to ensure that the nonaeronautical use of airport property is monitored and allows the airport sponsor to clearly
identify non-aeronautical fair market value lease rates in order meet their Federal
obligations. Identifying non-aeronautical uses and charging appropriate rates for these
uses prevents the sponsor from subsidizing non-aviation activities. The FAA expressly
prohibits using an aircraft hangar for a non-aeronautical business operations even if
there is no aeronautical demand for the hangar.
1.4
Reasonable Terms without Unjust Discrimination against Airport AviationBased Tenants
Pursuant to the FAA’s Airport Compliance Handbook, 5190.(6)(b) and the provisions
under Grant Assurance 22, an airport sponsor has the responsibility to make the airport
available on reasonable terms and without unjust discrimination. This guidance applies to
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rates and fees, as well as any service restrictions placed on the use of the airport. If an
airport sponsor requires a Fixed Based Operator (FBO) to procure fuel, services, or
supplies from a source that the sponsor provides or dictates, the FAA may determine
that the requirement is an unreasonable restraint on the FBO’s use of the airport and not
consistent with the Federal airport sponsor grant assurances. The application of this
consideration would extend to all types, kinds and classes of aeronautical activities, as
well as individual members of a class of operator. This applies whether or not any such
restrictions are imposed by the airport sponsor, or by a licensee or tenant offering
services or commodities required at the airport. A tenant’s commercial status does not
relieve the sponsor of its obligation to ensure the terms for services offered to
aeronautical users are fair and reasonable and without unjust discrimination. The
assurance also federally obligates the sponsor to make available suitable areas or space
on reasonable terms to those willing and qualified to offer aeronautical services to the
public. Airport sponsors are also obligated to make space available to support
aeronautical activity of noncommercial aeronautical users (i.e., hangars and tie-down
space for individual aircraft owners). This means that unless the airport sponsor
undertakes to provide these services itself, the sponsor has a duty to negotiate in good
faith for the lease of premises available to conduct aeronautical activities.
When adequate facilities are otherwise available, Grant Assurance 22 does not compel
airport sponsors to lease property to entities that desire to construct facilities for private
aeronautical use. If a user, operator or entity is not able to arrange satisfactory terms for
hangar space, facilities, or support services from existing airport facilities/entities, the
assurance does require the sponsor to lease available property identified on the
sponsor’s airport layout plan (ALP) for such use on reasonable terms.
If adequate space is available on the airport and the sponsor is not already providing
identical aeronautical services, the sponsor must negotiate in good faith and on
reasonable terms with prospective aeronautical service providers. The FAA interprets the
willingness of a prospective provider to lease space and invest in facilities as sufficient
evidence of a public need for those services. The FAA does not accept an airport
sponsor claim of insufficient business activity would be a valid reason to restrict the
prospective provider access to the airport.
1.5

Prohibition of Granting Exclusive Rights

Chapter 8, of the FAA’s Airport Compliance Handbook, 5190.6(b), provides that under
Grant Assurance 23, open and fair competition must be protected at Federally obligated
airports. Airports are prohibited from granting any special privilege or monopoly to
providing aeronautical services. As defined, an exclusive right may be conferred either
by express agreement, by imposition of unreasonable standards or requirements or by
another means. Such a right conferred on one or more parties, but excluding others,
would be an exclusive right. The exclusive rights prohibition does not apply to services
provided by the airport/sponsor itself. An airport may elect to provide any or all of the
aeronautical services, and to be the exclusive provider of those services, under the
exception “airports proprietary exclusive”. The exception is only valid provided if the
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sponsor engages in an exclusive aeronautical activity using its own employees and
resources. An airport sponsor may not designate an independent commercial enterprise
as its “sole” agent in the performance of an exclusive aeronautical activity.
1.6

FAA Requirements for Airport Hangar Leases

An airport sponsor is not required to submit leases to the FAA for their review, and an
airport sponsor is not required to obtain FAA approval before entering into any hangar
lease agreement. The FAA does not approve leases, nor does it endorse or become a
party to tenant lease agreements. The type of document or written instrument used to
grant airport privileges is the sole responsibility of the Airport Sponsor at a local level. As
outlined in Chapter 12 of the FAA’s Airport Compliance Handbook, 5190.6(b) airport
lease agreements usually reflect a grant of three basic rights or privileges:
1. The right for the licensee or tenant to use the airfield/public airport facilities in
common with others so authorized.
2. The right to occupy as a tenant and to use certain designated premises
exclusively.
3. The privilege to offer aeronautical goods and services, consistent with the airports
rules, regulations, and minimum standards. Non-Aeronautical commercial use is
strictly prohibited in hangars.
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City Owned & Operated General Aviation Hangars Use & Inspection
Policy
2.1

Scope

This policy covers the procedures required of non-aeronautical hangar tenants, aircraft
tenants or prospective tenants in the use of hangars at the Lake Tahoe Airport. It is the
intent of the City of South Lake Tahoe Airport Division to manage the use of City owned
hangars at the Lake Tahoe Airport in a consistent, reasonable and responsible manner,
and in accordance with applicable sections of the Municipal Code. Furthermore,
Chapter 7, Leasing and Permits of the Lake Tahoe Airport Policies and Procedures for
Fixed Based Operators, Lessees, Tenants, Permit Holders, Users and Visitors was
used as reference in developing this more specific policy.
This policy is intended to provide the Airport Manager and hangar tenants alike with
guidelines that all parties can follow to assure proper leasing and safe use of hangars at
the Lake Tahoe Airport. It is not the intent of this policy to make provisions that are
contrary to the Municipal Code or the policies of the Federal Aviation Administration. In
the event that there is a discrepancy or conflict between the policies, the Municipal
Code shall govern in instances that are not provided for by the FAA Hangar Use Policy
(2016 as amended) or FAA Order 5190.6B, Airport Compliance Manual.
2.2

General

There are two conventional box hangars available for short term use through the
Airport’s Fixed Based Operator, Mountain West Aviation, in addition to fifty six hangars
of various sizes owned by the Airport. Both Mountain West Aviation and Airport (City)
hangars are available to the public for use. Only Airport owned hangars are available
for non-aeronautical uses where hangars are unoccupied and there is no current
aviation demand for hangar space. Non-Aeronautical use of a hangar is on an interim
basis (month-to-month) and is subject to being displaced by an aeronautical user should
verified aviation demand warrant.
Priority is always given to aeronautical users. All non-aeronautical tenants will be
afforded 30 days to vacate a hangar if verified aviation demand warrants displacement.
All tenants will have their hangar inspected by Airport Management, a minimum of once
per year, or when based on credible evidence that a tenant is using the hangar contrary
to their Airport Hangar Lease Agreement. The Airport Manager reserves the right to
request the City Fire Marshall to inspect a hangar(s) if said Manager requires additional
expertise.
a) Aeronautical use is defined as: 1) an aircraft with an active registration that is
capable of flight, 2) non-commercial construction of amateur-built or kit built
aircraft that with a maximum construction period of 24 calendar months from date
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b)
c)
d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

of hangar agreement, 3) manned balloons, 4) manned gliders, 5) micro-light
aircraft, 6) light sport aircraft and 7) the storage of aircraft handling equipment
(e.g., towbars, glider tow equipment, workbenches, and tools and materials used
in the servicing, maintenance, repair or outfitting of aircraft).
Inactive, wrecked, salvage or inoperable aircraft are not considered aeronautical
after a period of twelve (12) calendar months. Twelve months provides for
ample time to restore a hangered aircraft into an airworthy condition.
Non-Aeronautical is considered any other use that is not defined as aeronautical
in Section 2.2.a of this policy.
For aeronautical hangars, the aircraft stored inside must be owned in part, fully
owned, or leased by the tenant who signed the hangar Lease Agreement. Aircraft
‘N’ number(s) will be compared with the owner’s name(s) and the certificate of
insurance to verify proper tenancy. If an aircraft was recently acquired and does
not show on the FAA aircraft registration database, the tenant should provide the
Airport Manager a copy of the Aircraft Registration Application (FAA Form 80501). If the aircraft is leased, the insurance must show the tenant as the policy
holder, and the owner as additionally insured. The Airport Manager may approve
reasonable requests to store aircraft outside of this policy on a case-by-case
basis, provided the ownership and insurance status of the aircraft can be
documented.
All tenants must provide proof liability insurance as stipulated by the terms of the
Hangar Lease Agreement. Upon demand, the tenant shall be required to provide
liability insurance within 30 days of such demand. Liability coverage must satisfy
the amount specified in the Hangar Lease Agreement. If wishing to utilize a
personal vehicle inside the airport perimeter fence, a tenant must provide proof of
liability insurance in the amount specified in the Hangar Lease Agreement.
If, during occupancy of a hangar, a tenant sells or otherwise disposes of the
hangared aircraft, balloon, glider; occupation of the hangar may continue
providing the tenant indicates an intent to obtain a replacement aircraft, balloon
or glider. This may continue for a period of ninety (90) days. The tenant has the
obligation to notify the Airport Manager of the change in hangered aircraft status
within ten (10) business days after the disposition of the aircraft, balloon or glider.
If no replacement aircraft is found the hangar will revert from aeronautical to nonaeronautical status with a change in the monthly fee made. If sufficient
aeronautical demand exists, the current hangar tenant will be advised to vacate
the hangar to make room for a tenant with an aeronautical need.
Subleasing is permitted insofar that all tenants and sub tenants abide by the
airport’s policies, rules, insurance requirements, and regulations for the duration
of the Hangar Lease Agreement. Subleasing is an agreement between the
tenant and sub-tenant; the airport is not party to the terms of this arrangement.
The airport will hold the primary tenant responsible for the actions of any subtenants and it is the responsibility of the tenant to ensure that sub-tenants are
aware of the conditions of the Hangar Lease Agreement.
Installation of additional wiring for lighting and equipment needs is to be done in
conformance with all applicable City of South Lake Tahoe Building and Fire
Codes. The use of extension cords is limited to UL listed cords used in
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compliance with manufacturers’ instructions. Extension cords may not be used in
lieu of permanent wiring. Any extension cord that is permitted for use must be
unplugged when the hangar is unoccupied. The exception to this section is if the
extension cord is being used to power a battery charger, crankcase heater and
the like. The extension cord must be plugged into a Circuit Breaker Power Box or
plug strip rated with 15 amps “maximum” overcurrent protection.
i) Space heaters of any type are not permitted in the hangars unless they are UL
listed for interior use, they are used only when the tenant is present in the
hangar, and the heater is always disconnected upon exiting the hangar.
j) The removal of trash and waste is the responsibility of the tenant. Trash is not to
be thrown out in any other location than the airport dumpsters that are located
adjacent to airport vehicle access gate “V1”. If waste is too large to fit
appropriately in the airport trash dumpsters it is the responsibility of the tenant to
dispose of oversized waste streams off airport property at a designated collection
point. The airport dumpsters are under video surveillance and illegal dumping
will be immediate grounds for Hangar Lease Agreement termination and/or civil
legal action.
Furthermore, the FAA has allowed use of an aircraft hangar for the storage of nonaeronautical personal property with the following use stipulations.
1. Any non-Aeronautical use may not impede the movement of active aircraft in and
out of the hangar or impede access to inactive aircraft or other Aeronautical
contents of the hangar. Items which can easily be moved to permit access to
and/or movement of the aircraft shall not be regarded as an impediment. Typical
examples include, but are not limited to: a functional vehicle, workbench, and tool
box.
2. Any non-Aeronautical use may not displace the Aeronautical contents of the
hangar. A functional vehicle parked in a vacant hangar while the aircraft
designated or intended to occupy the vacant hangar is absent shall not be
considered to displace the aircraft.
Prohibited uses of any airport hangar include:
Residential Use: Hangars may not be used as a residence. The Federal
Aviation Administration differentiates between a typical pilot resting facility or
aircrew quarters versus a hangar residence or hangar home. The former is
designed to be used for overnight and/or resting periods for aircrew and is
allowable. The latter is a permanent or even temporary residence that extend for
a period greater than one night and is not allowable.
Non-Aeronautical Business: Hangars may not be used for the conduct of a
non-aeronautical business or municipal agency function unless the business
activity is clearly incidental to the aeronautical use of the hangar in the sole
judgment of the City if called upon to review the question. Examples of conduct
of a non-aeronautical business include, but are not limited to: storage of
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inventory; the participation of employees, contractors or others in addition to the
hangar occupant; visits from the non-aviation public; and/or deliveries of nonaeronautical items.
2.3

Hangar Waiting List and Application

Vacant hangars will be offered to persons on the Hangar Waiting List on the basis on
when the person was added to the Hangar Waiting List with the oldest prospective
tenants having the choice to exercise their place on the list to accept a hangar vacancy
when one becomes available. In order for a person to appear on the Hangar Waiting
List they shall provide airport administration with a name, email, and contact telephone
number at the date that a prospective tenant wishes to be placed on the Hangar Waiting
List.
a. The prospective hangar applicant will be afforded a current hangar fee
schedule and hangar layout map upon request.
b. Airport administration will assist in determining the right hangar size for a
particular use; however, a prospective tenant can request a specific
location, size or hangar if desired.
When a prospective tenant is contacted by airport administration about an available
hangar, a hangar will only be reserved for a prospective tenant upon receipt of a nonrefundable hangar waitlist application fee and a completed Lake Tahoe Airport
Hangar Application (Exhibit A). The hangar application fee amount is reflected in the
City Master Fee Schedule published annually on or around April 1. The City Master
Fee Schedule becomes effective at the airport on May 1 of each year. The prospective
tenant has 5 business days to produce the hangar application fee in the form of cash,
check or credit card. If a hangar application fee is not produced in the allotted time the
available hangar will be released and provided to the next prospective tenant on the
Hangar Waiting List.
The hangar wait list is divided between non-aeronautical and aeronautical uses.
Positions on the hangar waiting list shall not be transferred, traded or monetized. The
hangar waiting list will be produced to any member of the public upon request through a
public records request. Vacant hangar offers shall be made chronologically (oldest
date/time to the most recent).
Every effort will be made by airport administration to contact a prospective hangar
tenant by email and telephone. A failure to respond within forty eight (48) hours will be
considered a “decline”.
A prospective hangar tenant may decline an available hangar three (3) times at which
time he/she/they will be removed from the hangar waiting list and will not be re-eligible
to be relisted.
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2.4

Hangar Inspections

This section was developed from provisions of Chapter 8: Leasehold Compliance /
Inspections from the Lake Tahoe Airport Polices & Procedures for Fixed Based
Operators, Lessees, Tenants, Permit Holders, Users and Visitors. The Lake Tahoe
Airport will complete a minimum on one hangar inspection annually. The purpose of the
annual inspection is to provide the hangar occupants with a minimum level of Fire and
Life safety for tenants who share common facilities. The annual hangar inspection
significantly increases the level of awareness of fire safety, the FAA Hangar Use Policy
and good housekeeping.
Inspections substantially minimize the probability and severity of an unplanned incident.
Basic fire and life safety concerns are the first step in preventing accidents and
preventable emergencies. The Airport is also required to enforce the Federal Aviation
Administration Hangar Use Policy ensuring all hangars are made available for the
benefit of aviation before all other considerations. All tenants agree to allow reasonable
hangar access to City Fire and Airport personnel. Failure to grant access to a hangar
for inspection purposes under this section is immediate grounds for a revocation of their
hangar lease agreement.
a) All hangar owners will be provided thirty-day (30) advanced notification via email
or via post (USPS) to addresses on file with the airport. The notice will specify
the exact date and timeframe upon which hangar inspections will be conducted.
b) Hangar tenants are encouraged to be present during the hangar inspection
and have a right to be present during the inspection process
c) If a hangar tenant does not wish to have their hangar inspected at the time and
date provided in the notice, it is the responsibility of the hangar tenant to inform
the airport manager of a new proposed date/time. The Airport Manager will try to
accommodate the request whenever possible to ensure that the tenant is present
for the inspection.
d) Refusing to allow for any hangar inspection is grounds for immediate termination
of the lease agreement providing for a thirty (30) day period to vacate the hangar.
All hangars must be inspected annually with a reasonable accommodation to
date/time.
e) Hangar tenants will be notified of inspection results and allowed typically thirty
(30) days to correct any identified deficiencies unless said discrepancy
represents an immediate threat to life or property. Under such circumstances,
the airport manager may take reasonable action at the hangar tenant’s expense
to correct the immediate threat.
f) Hangar inspections will be carried out in accordance with Exhibit C, Hangar
Inspection Checklist.
g) Failure of a hangar tenant to correct a deficiency noted during an annual hangar
inspection in the allotted time provided on the Hangar Inspection Checklist
maybe grounds to terminate the hangar lease agreement providing for a thirty
(30) day vacation period.
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Exhibit A: Lake Tahoe Airport Hangar Application

EXHIBITS

HANGAR TENANT APPLICATION
NON TENANT AOA ACCESS PERMIT APPLICATION
SECTION I: BUSINESS / TRUST / ENTITY INFORMATION
(If Applicable, Otherwise Skip to Section II)
Entity Name

Entity Mailing Address

City

Business Phone Number

State

Zip Code

Business Email Address

SECTION II: APPLICANT PERSONAL INFORMATION
Last Name

First Name

Middle Name

Maiden Name, Name Changes, or Aliases (if applicable)

Aeronautical Use? (Y/N)

Billing Mailing Address

City

Phone Number

Place of Birth (State/Country)

Alt. Phone Number

Citizenship Country

Driver’s License Number

State

Zip Code

Personal Email Address

State

Expiration (MM/YY)

SECTION III: AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
(If Applicable, Otherwise Skip to Section IV)
Aircraft Owner (Company/Flying Club/Individual)

Aircraft Model/Type

N-Number

Aircraft Owner (Company/Flying Club/Individual)

Aircraft Model/Type

N-Number

SECTION IV: VEHICLE INFORMATION
Vehicle (Year, Make, Model)

License Plate Number/State

Vehicle Owner (If Different than above)

SECTION V: HANGAR INFORMATION
Hangar Number(s):

SECTION VI: OTHER AUTHORIZED USERS
Last Name

First Name

Middle Name

SECTION VI: OTHER AUTHORIZED USERS
Phone Number

Alt. Phone Number

Last Name

First Name

Phone Number

Alt. Phone Number

Last Name

First Name

Phone Number

Alt. Phone Number

Email Address

Middle Name

Email Address

Middle Name

Email Address

SECTION VII: ACCESS RULES & REQUIREMENTS
As a condition of obtaining/retaining the privilege of unescorted access to the Lake Tahoe Airport Air Operations Area (AOA) the undersigned agrees to the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

16.
17.

18.

I will comply with all the rules and regulations promulgated by the Lake Tahoe Airport, City of South Lake Tahoe, Transportation Security
Administration, and the Federal Aviation Administration regarding airport access and use.
I will use my AOA access media each time I enter a restricted area.
I will challenge those persons found in the AOA that seem suspicious or out of place and report those individuals to Airport Management or the
City of South Lake Tahoe Police.
I will not permit persons to enter the AOA unless they are authorized to do so by the airport or are under my escort.
I will ensure that persons under my escort in the AOA remain within my sight and control at all times.
I will not leave any open, unsecured gate or door unattended.
I will not leave any door or gate unsecured after use.
I will enter only those areas I am authorized to enter.
I will not permit other persons to use my AOA access media other than those on the “Other Authorized Users” list.
I will immediately report the loss or theft of my AOA access media to Airport Management
I understand that the AOA access media issued to me remains the property of the Lake Tahoe Airport and I will surrender it on demand.
I understand that a violation of one or more of these rules may lead to fines, criminal charges, and suspension or revocation of my AOA access media.
I will provide a security deposit on hangar leases in accordance with the current City Master Fee Schedule.
If a commercial aeronautical business, I will provide proof of insurance for all vehicles accessing the AOA with liability of no less than one million dollars
($1,000,000) combined single limit for each occurrence if a commercial aeronautical business. If I am a non-commercial entity, I will provide automotive
liability insurance no less than $100,000 combined single limit.
If a commercial aeronautical business, I will provide proof of commercial general liability insurance no less than specified in this paragraph. This
insurance shall include, but shall not be limited to, comprehensive general liability insurance providing protection against claims arising from bodily and
personal injury, including death resulting therefrom, and damage to property resulting from any act or occurrence arising out of Lessee's operations in the
performance of this Agreement. The policy shall provide not less than single limit coverage applying to bodily and personal injury, including death
resulting therefrom, and Property damage in the minimum amounts of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence and Two Million Dollars
($2,000,000.00) per aggregate. The insurance shall include coverage for the following: (i) Premises/Operations; (ii) Contractual; (iii) Broad Form Property
Damage and (iv) Personal Injury.
Once executing a Hangar Lease Agreement, I will maintain in full force and effect for the period covered by the Hangar Lease Agreement, a policy of
Hangar Keeper’s Insurance with a minimum limit of $500,000 each occurrence for Bodily Insurance and Property Damage Liability.
I shall maintain in full force and effect for the period covered by this Hangar Lease Agreement or Non-Commercial Non Tenant Air Operations Area
Access License, a policy of Aircraft Liability Insurance with a minimum limit of $100,000 each occurrence for Bodily Insurance and Property Damage
Liability, which may be subject to a Passenger Liability limit of $100,000 each passenger. The Aircraft Liability Policy shall be endorsed to name City of
South Lake Tahoe as an additionally insured for the full amount of the policy limits.
I agree to a non-refundable $25 dollar deposit for each hangar key and a non-refundable $50 dollar deposit for each AOA access card.

I have read and understand the above regulations. I agree by these regulations and understand that violation of one or more of these
may result in the revocation of authorization to access the AOA for myself and/or the company I represent.

Applicant’s Name(Printed):

Signature:

Date:

Exhibit B: FAA Policy on Hangar Use

EXHIBITS

Exhibit C: Hangar Inspection Checklist

EXHIBITS

Fire and Life Safety Airport
Inspection Checklist
Tenant Name(s):
Hangar Number:

Date:

1. Electrical
Correction Needed
a) Discontinue use of extension cords in lieu of permanent wiring. CFC 605.5
b) Discontinue use of multi-plug adapters in series. CFC 605.4
c) Remove extension cords through openings, affixed to buildings, or attached in series.
CFC 605.5
d) Maintain wiring in good condition and protect from damage. CFC 605.5.3
e) Discontinue use of wiring not in conduit. NFPA 70-300-4
f) Provide cover plates. NFPA 70-370-25
g) Replace all damaged/spliced electrical wiring. CFC 605.1
h) Electrical panel and equipment shall have a minimum of 36” clearance front, 30” sides and
76” height. CFC 605.3

Cleared

2. Exiting and Housekeeping
a) Flammable liquids must be stored in Flammable Liquids cabinet CFC 5704.3.4.4
b) Store any rubbish exceeding the capacity of a 5-gallon bucket in an approved container with lid.
c) Provide 30” clearance from heat producing appliances and combustible material. CFC 315.2
d) Remove combustible storage, waste, trash or weeds. CFC 2505.1
e) Remove or store waste material and oily rags in approved/listed closed metal container.
CFC 301 (c) & Title 19
f) Provide metal drip pans located under the engines of all aircraft. CFC 1103.3
Compressed gas cylinders must be secured and chained CFC 5003.1 & 5003.5.3
3. Fire Protection
a) Fire Extinguishers with a Minimum 60BC or 80BC Rated and included in every hangar
CFC 906.3. If the Hanger is being used for storing anything behind aircraft the hangers
require a 210 ABC Extinguisher CFC 906.3
b) Extinguishers must be accessible and located appropriately not more than 75 feet. CFC 906.6
c) Maintain integrity of occupancy and area separation walls. CFC 703.1
Have all required Fire Extinguishers been serviced and Tagged by a incensed contactor
_________
CFC 906.2.1 Title 13
d) Provide sign indicating fire extinguisher location CFC 906.6

__________
__________

4. Storage
a) Remove storage from exits, aisles, corridors, and under stairs. CFC 1028
b) Reduce storage height to at least 2 feet below ceiling in buildings not protected by sprinklers.
CFC 315.2.1
c) Secure and identify compressed gas cylinders. CFC 3003.5.3 & 3003.4.2
Hangar meets current requirements. Thank you.
You are hereby notified to correct said conditions immediately upon receipt of this notice.
A re-inspection to determine if you have complied with this notice will be conducted on or after
Please call prior to that date to schedule a re-inspection. (530) 542-6182.

Inspection conducted by:

Phone:

.

SUPPLEMENTAL AIRCRAFT HANGAR
INSPECTION INFORMATION
Flammable and combustible liquids shall not be dispensed into or removed from the fuel system of an aircraft
within an aircraft hangar. Flammable and combustible liquids shall not be dispensed into or removed from a
container, tank vehicle or aircraft except in an approved location.
The application of flammable and Class II combustible liquid finishes not be applied on airport property.
Aircraft, engines and parts of aircraft shall not be cleaned with a Class IA flammable liquid in an aircraft hangar.
Open flames, flame-producing devices and other sources of ignition shall not be permitted in a hangar.
Aircraft engines shall not be run in aircraft hangars.
Repairing of aircraft requiring the use of open flames, spark producing devices or the heating of parts above 500
degrees F shall be done in the open or in an area conforming with the Building Code for a Group F-1 Occupancy.
Combustible materials and other hazardous materials stored in aircraft hangars shall be stored in approved
locations and containers.
Welding apparatus shall be equipped with at least one fire extinguisher; having a minimum rating of 2-A: 20-B:C.
All welding must be completed outside away from aircraft fueling operations. No welding is allowed inside
hangars.
Extension cords must not be used as a permanent source of wiring.
Portable electric heater must be directly plugged into a permanent receptacle.
A stored aircraft must be airworthy, properly registered with the FAA, properly insured, and registered with the El
Dorado Tax Assessor; aircraft that are not airworthy must be in active restoration with a completion date of no
later than 24 calendar months.
Storage of other items shall not impede aircraft ingress and egress.
Construction of structures or lofts inside hangars as well as the installation of additional wiring for lighting and
equipment must be approved by the Airport Manager through a written authorization for the tenant to apply for a
City of South Lake Tahoe Building Permit.

